A prototype module of a High density Projection Chamber (HPC) has been tested in an electron beam.
Introduction
The High Density Projection Chamber is shown in fig. 1 . Construction methods and early tests of the HPC have been published [1] [2] . The calorimeter forms mechanically a self stable structure, and has in addition the following main advantages as compared to other calorimeters.
-It separates the converter region from the detection region by drifting the ionization through the sampling channels to a multiwire proportional chamber with cathode pad read-out.
-It leads to a fine granularity reconstruction of the shower limited in resolution by the drift channel width in the longitudinal (y) direction, by the cathode pad size in the x direction and the sampling frequency for the measurement of the drift time in the z direction.
-For equal granularity the number of electronic read-out channels is reduced by an order of magnitude with respect to other calorimeters.
These features make the HPC very well suited for example as electromagnetic calorimeter for future large experiments which will require fine granularity for separating showers from other particles in the narrow jets expected, and for the separation of pions from electrons, i.e. electromagnetic from hadronic showers. As such calorimeters will be required to cover a large solid angle a very high number of readout channels will be needed. 
Data reduction
The signal recorded in the wire chamber was used both for measurements of the amount of charge produced (energy measurement) and the drift time for reconstruction of the spatial distribution of the shower. We made a study of the drift velocity in the HPC configuration by measuring the drift time in the first slot when the electron beam was entering at different heights in the stack.
The results are shown in fig. 4 together with measurements made by Piuz with the same gas mixture [4] . The two sets of velocities are seen to be in good agreement with each other. The shower tests were made with a drift voltage of 35 V/mm, corresponding to a drift velocity of 12.5 mm/ps. The relative energy resolution, AE/E after corrections for noncontainment, is shown as a function of energy in fig. 8 .
The result can be given as AE/E = 12.5%/,/E and is applicable to calorimeters of this kind with a size sufficient to contain the full shower.
Data with the HPC in a magnetic field will be taken in the near future. replacing a cell charge above a certain high limit by the mean charge for that cell. These cuts have been chosen after a study of their effect on the energy resolution and the linearity of the energy response. Fig. 7 shows the measured charge deposit as a function of electron energy. For comparison are included curves to indicate the expected respons for full containment and for a calorimeter of 8.3 radiation lengths.
The latter is computed using the formula for shower development given by Aguilar-Benitez et al. [6] . 
Conclusions
It has been shown that the High density Projection Chamber can be used as an electromagnetic calorimeter with a relative energy resolution of 12.5%//E, with an excellent particle tracking capability. Its mechanical and electronic properties makes it very well suited as a calorimeter for experiments like those envisaged for the electron-positron storage rings LEP.
